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Adagio 

Rondo (Allegro-Andante-Allegretto-Tempo I) 

Cadenzas by Franko 

CONCERTO NO. 5 IN A MAJOR, K. 219 

(“TURKISH”) 

Allegro aperto 

Adagio 

Tempo di Menuetto (Allegro) 
Cadenzas by Yehudi Menuhin 

YEHUDI MENUHIN, violin 

with the Bath Festival Chamber Orchestra 

THERE ARE FESTIVALS and festivals. Some are 
like vast artistic supermarkets—convenient maybe, 
but lacking something in homogeneity and character. 
But in England there are two festivals of a smaller 
scale but a greater importance because they have in- 
tegrated programs built by and around two widely 
known and loved musicians. On the east coast there 
is the festival at Aldeburgh, where Benjamin Britten 
lives; in the west there is Bath, where every summer 
Yehudi Menuhin goes to make music in a festival. He 
has said that what he looks forward to at Bath is “the 
immersion in one all-embracing atmosphere and in a 
continuity unbroken in space and time, the essential 
or primary element of which will be music and the 
allied arts, inextricably associated with those people 
bringing these arts to life. It is this prolongation in 
time, and the harmony which encompasses it, which 
I find the most alluring facet of the Festival at Bath... 
Too often we imagine ourselves as packing cases in 

space and incidents in time, and we do not allow our- 

selves that unbroken concentration in one atmosphere, 

in one frame of mind, in one mood, which is so im- 

portant in allowing an organic development to take 

shape...The musicians, as the audience, also enjoy 

and benefit from these ten days spent within a narrow 

but chosen radius and a broad horizon. It seems that 

very often with the wide radius in physical terms 

which modern communication and travel affords us, 

the horizon of the individual harried traveller, of the 

commuter and the theatre-goer, is severely limited— 

truncated by the implacable clock and the timetable’ 

Each year more or less the same musicians form 

the Bath Festival Chamber Orchestra, a picked body 

of experienced chamber music players with Yehudi 

Menuhin primus inter pares—a leader among his col- 

leagues. Well before the Festival begins, they get to- 
gether in a large private house on the top of Highgate 

Hill, overlooking London. All these players look for- 

ward to these meetings together; to making music, 

unhurriedly and with a certain improvisatory rehears- 

ing technique. Sometimes they will play through a 
certain passage several times with different accentua- 

tion or bowing techniques before a decision is taken 
as to which way they will play it “on the night” Grad- 
ually the interpretation builds up, the journey from 
London to Bath is made, excitement mounts and the 
music gains immeasurably from the beautifully har- 
monious buildings of the beautifully harmonious city 
of the eighteenth century. 

* % * 

Mozart’s authenticated violin concertos date from 
1775 when the composer was nineteen. There are five 
of them, all written during the space of nine months: 
in B flat, K.207; in D, K.211; G, K.216; D, K.218 
and A, K.219. Just why there was this sudden spate 
and then not another one, is one of the many puzzles 
about Mozart that we shall probably never solve, Cer- 
tainly they were composed for himself to play and 
probably they were designed to keep his violin-play- 
ing up to the mark. Such concertos were useful to 
Mozart in his position of concertmaster to the court 
of the Archbishop of Salzburg; and then at nineteen 
Wolfgang was still very much under the influence of 
his father, antl Leopold’s letters are full of exhorta- 
tions such as “You have no idea how well you play 
the violin; if you would only do yourself justice and 
play with boldness, spirit and fire, as if you were the 
greatest violinist in Europe!” and recriminations like 
“T suspect you have scarcely touched the violin since 
you were in Munich” and even “The fiddle is hanging 
up on its nail, I suppose’ The truth was that Mozart 
disliked playing the violin at court and as soon as he 
left Salzburg for good (in 1781) and shed his father’s 
direct influence, he seems not to have touched the in- 
strument again. When he played chamber music in 
Vienna he played not the violin but the viola. 

Wise after the event, we can see a certain similarity 
in the outlook and style of the five violin concertos. 
They are not virtuoso fodder and some of the diverti- 
mentos of the period contain solo violin parts that 
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require more bravura. Nor, in 1775, does Mozart hark 

back to the astonishing depth of feeling he showed 

at the turn of 1773 in the C minor and A major 

symphonies, Nos. 25 and 29, In the violin concertos 

the youthful impetuosity is not so much in evidence 
as a childlike serenity and gaiety. 

The instrumentation in the two concertos that 

Yehudi Menuhin plays on this record consists of 

strings, with pairs of horns and oboes, except in the 

slow movement of the G major, K.216—in this dream 

adagio flutes are more in keeping than oboes. In the 

opening movement of K.216 we can observe the con- 

certo emerging from the chrysalis of the Vivaldi-Cor- 

elli species where the violin is usually accompanied 

only by the upper instruments, and acquiring more 

the character of the Viennese sonata movement with 

its more contrasted themes; a continuo is not needed 

any more because the horns supply the harmony and 
fill the middle part of the texture of the music. 

The initial movement of K.219 has at least two 
unusual features: firstly, the tutti begins with the 
chords of the key presented in measured arpeggio 
fashion; secondly, the solo makes its bow in a six-bar 
adagio; and then, having returned to tempo allegro, 
the soloist sets his own theme on top of a repetition of 
the orchestra’s former chords of the key. K.219’s slow 
movement is also adagio and starts off with a dream- 
like serenity comparable with K.216, but it continues 
with figuration lighter and more playful than our 
dreams are when we recall them. 

The finale of K.216 might also be the last scene in 
a.comic opera with its buffo qualities and its refer- 
ences to two other tunes (in different tempos) that 
are so substantial and familiar that we think we ought 
to know them already (maybe the original audiences 
did). The finale of K.219 leads off as a minuet but 
branches off in the middle into a spirited grotesque 
dance that makes us think of cymbals and drums, so 
Turkish is it in style. Both concertos end with delight- 
ful informality: instead of bowing to the ground our 
soloist seems suddenly to disappear into thin air, as 
if borne aloft on well-concealed wires. 
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THE BATH FESTIVAL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 

First Violins: Robert Masters (concertmaster), Jack Roth- 
stein, Hans Geiger, Marjorie Lavers, Kelly Isaacs, Edward 
Bor. Second Violins: Sidney Humphreys, Trevor Williams, 
Wolfgang Kellerman, Anthony Howard, Suzanne Rosya, Rod- 
ney Friend. Violas: Walter Gerhardt, Nannie Jamieson, Eileen 
Grainger, John Chambers. Cellos; Derek Simpson, Muriel 
Taylor. Contrabasses: Eugene Cruft, John Walton, Flutes: 
Edward Walker, Brian Chadwick. Oboes: Michael Dobson, 
James Brown. Horns: Keith Whitmore, Brian Brett. 
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